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The rich panorama of publicly available data and ontologies in the biomedical domain represents an unique opportunity for developing explainable knowledge-enabled systems in biomedical Artificial Intelligence (AI) [1, 3, 4]. Building on decades of work by the semantic web and biomedical ontologies communities, a semi-automated approach for building and maintaining a Knowledge Graph (KG) to support AI-based personalized medicine is within our grasp. However, personalized medicine also poses significant challenges that require advances to the state of the art, such as the diversity and complexity of the domain and underlying data, coupled with the requirements for explainability.

We propose an approach (see Figure 1) to build a KG for personalized medicine to serve as a rich input for the AI system (ante-hoc) and incorporate its outcomes to support explanations, by connecting input and output (post-hoc).

A preparatory step is Data and ontology collection and curation. This includes the selection and curation of relevant public datasets for the domain in question, the identification of ontologies referenced by the datasets, and the selection of other relevant ontologies to ensure adequate coverage of the domain and sufficient semantic richness to support explanations. Additionally, data privacy inherent to patient data should inform the decision to make part of the KG private to its data providers and the data integration process also mostly automatic to reduce the need of human involvement [2].

The first step in our approach is Ontology Matching. Key challenges are scalability and complex matching, since building a comprehensive KG requires matching multiple ontologies with hundreds of thousands of concepts, covering different domains, and with different modeling perspectives. Regarding scalability, our solution is to match ontologies iteratively, by matching and merging the largest pair of ontologies into a single one, then mapping and merging this to the third largest ontology, and so on, using complex matching algorithms to uncover rich relations across domains [6, 7]. Before the final integration of ontologies, alignments are partially validated by experts to ensure an accurate KG that can support explanations [5].

The Semantic Data Annotation process relies on the development of parsers to interpret each type of dataset, and annotation algorithms to produce an RDF version of the dataset that is semantically integrated into the KG.

Finally, the Integration with the AI system ensures that the KG serves as both input to AI methods (directly or through feature generation [8]) and
also encodes the AI outcomes, which supports a shared semantic space for data, scientific context, and predictions capable of supporting KG-based explanations methods, including querying, reasoning and similarity searches [9].

Fig. 1. Overview of the proposed approach to build a KG to support Explainable AI (XAI) in personalized medicine. Ontology Matching and Semantic Data Annotation are used to construct the KG (1), which serves as input for the AI system (2), and incorporates its outcomes (3); explanations will be derived from the KG (4).
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